The Ohio National Life Insurance Company
Ohio National Variable Account A
ONcore Premier
Supplement dated December 30, 2011
to the Prospectus dated May 1, 2011
The following supplements and amends the prospectus dated May 1, 2011:

Available Funds
Effective January 1, 2012, the following are additional Available Funds under your contract:
Fund
AIM Variable Insurance Funds (Invesco Variable
Insurance Funds) (Series II)
Invesco V.I. Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund

Invesco Advisers, Inc.

Federated Insurance Series
Federated Managed Volatility Fund II

(Federated Investment Management Company)

Legg Mason Partners Variable Equity Trust (Class I
Shares)
Legg Mason Dynamic Multi-Strategy VIT Portfolio
(1)

Investment Adviser (Subadviser)

(Legg Mason Global Asset Allocation, LLC and
Western Asset Management Company)

________________
(1)
This fund is structured as a “Fund of Funds.” Because a Fund of Funds invests in other mutual funds and bears a proportionate share of expenses
charged by the underlying funds, it may have higher expenses than direct investments in the underlying funds.

The following supplements the “Fee Table” in the prospectus.
Fee Table
Optional Rider Expenses
Premium Protection or Joint Premium Protection death
benefit at issue ages through 70 with GLWB (2012),
GLWB Plus, Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus
Premium Protection or Joint Premium Protection death
benefit at issue ages 71-75 with GLWB (2012), GLWB
Plus, Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus
Premium Protection Plus or Joint Premium Protection Plus
death benefit with GLWB (2012), GLWB Plus, Joint
GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus
(currently 0.45%)
GLWB Plus
(currently 0.95%)
Joint GLWB Plus
(currently 1.25%)
GLWB (2012)
(currently 1.05%)
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0.10% of the optional death benefit amount
(current and maximum charge)
0.25% of the optional death benefit amount
(current and maximum charge)
0.90% of the optional death benefit amount
(maximum charge)

2.00% of the GLWB Base
(maximum charge)
2.50% of the GLWB Base
(maximum charge)
2.10% of the GLWB Base
(maximum charge)

Joint GLWB (2012)
(currently 1.35%)
GPP (2012)
(currently 0.45%)

2.70% of the GLWB Base
(maximum charge)
0.90% of your average annual guaranteed principal amount
(maximum charge)

Summary of Maximum Contract Expenses (expenses you could pay if you elected all non-exclusive optional benefits
currently available under the contract and the most expensive of mutually exclusive optional benefits)
1.15%
Mortality and Expense Risk Charge
0.25%
Account Expense Charge
1.40%
Subtotal
0.90%
Joint Premium Protection Plus death benefit
2.70%
Joint GLWB (2012)
5.00%
Maximum Possible Total Separate Account Expenses:

The following replaces the Examples in the prospectus.
Example
These Examples are intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the contract with the cost of investing in other
variable annuity contracts. These costs include contract owner transaction expenses, contract fees, separate account annual
expenses, and Fund fees and expenses for the most expensive available Fund. The Examples do not reflect the deduction of
premium taxes, typically charged upon annuitization, surrender, or when assessed. If the premium taxes were reflected, the
charges would be higher.
The following Example assumes you invest $10,000 in the contract for the periods indicated. The Example also assumes your
investment has a 5% return each year and assumes the maximum fees and expenses of the most expensive available Fund
assuming no waivers. The Example assumes you have selected all the available optional benefits based on their mutual
exclusivity and maximum cost and the costs for those benefits are based on Contract Values or the rider base amounts
specified above for a contract experiencing the assumed annual investment return of 5%. Although your actual costs may be
higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
(1) If you surrender your contract at the end of the applicable period:
1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

$1,456

$3,337

$5,223

$11,350

(2) If you annuitize at the end of the applicable period, or if you do not surrender your contract:
1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

$914

$2,880

$5,038

$11,350

The following Example assumes you invest $10,000 in the contract for the periods indicated. The Example also assumes your
investment has a 5% return each year and assumes the minimum fees and expenses of the available Funds assuming no
waivers. The Example assumes you have selected all the available optional benefits based on their mutual exclusivity and
maximum cost and the costs for those benefits are based on Contract Values or the rider base amounts specified above for a
contract experiencing the assumed annual investment return of 5%. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower,
based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
(1) If you surrender your contract at the end of the applicable period:
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1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

$1,108

$2,304

$3,530

$8,137
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(2) If you annuitize at the end of the applicable period, or if you do not surrender your contract:
1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

$568

$1,852

$3,349

$8,137

The following replaces "Investment Restrictions for Certain Optional Riders" in the
prospectus.
Investment Restrictions for Certain Optional Riders
If you select the GLWB (2012), Joint GLWB (2012), GLWB (2011) or Joint GLWB (2011) or selected GMIB Plus with
Annual Reset (2009), GLWB or Joint GLWB rider, your purchase payments and Contract Value must be allocated in
accordance with the restrictions specified below.
(1)

Some or all of your purchase payments or Contract Value may be allocated to the Fixed Accumulation Account, if
available. The Fixed Accumulation Account is not an available investment option with the GLWB (2012), Joint
GLWB (2012), GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2011), GLWB or Joint GLWB rider. See “Fixed Accumulation
Account” for more details about the Fixed Accumulation Account.

(2)

Any portion of your purchase payments or Contract Value that is not allocated to the Fixed Accumulation Account
must be allocated in compliance with either (a) or (b):
(a)

100% must be allocated to one of Asset Allocation Models 2, 3 or 4. See “Optional Asset Allocation Models” for
more details. Please contact us at 1-888-925-6446 or your registered representative for more detailed information
on the Models.

or
(b)

(i) at least 30% must, but no more than 60% may, be allocated to investment options included in Category 1;
(ii)

no more than 70% may be allocated to investment options included in Category 2;

(iii)

no more than 25% may be allocated to investment options included in Category 3; and

(iv)

no more than 15% may be allocated to investment options included in Category 4.

The investment options available for the GLWB (2012), Joint GLWB (2012), GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2011), GLWB,
Joint GLWB or GMIB Plus with Annual Reset (2009) in each Category are:
INVESTMENT OPTIONS
CATEGORY 1 Ohio National Fund, Inc.

The Universal Institutional Funds, Inc.
Morgan Stanley UIF Core Plus Fixed Income Portfolio

Money Market Portfolio
Bond Portfolio
PIMCO Variable Insurance Trust
Real Return Portfolio
Total Return Portfolio
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CATEGORY 2 Ohio National Fund, Inc.

Goldman Sachs Variable Insurance Trust
Goldman Sachs Large Cap Value Fund
Goldman Sachs Structured U.S. Equity Fund
Goldman Sachs Strategic Growth Fund
Ivy Funds Variable Insurance Portfolios
Ivy Funds VIP Asset Strategy
Janus Aspen Series
Janus Portfolio
Balanced Portfolio
Lazard Retirement Series
Lazard Retirement U.S. Strategic Equity Portfolio
Legg Mason Partners Variable Equity Trust
Legg Mason ClearBridge Variable Fundamental All Cap Value
Portfolio
Legg Mason ClearBridge Variable Equity Income Builder
Portfolio
Legg Mason ClearBridge Variable Large Cap Value Portfolio
Legg Mason Dynamic Multi-Strategy VIT Portfolio
MFS® Variable Insurance Trust
MFS® Investors Growth Stock Series
MFS® Total Return Series
Northern Lights Variable Trust
TOPS™ Protected Balanced ETF Portfolio
TOPS™ Protected Moderate Growth ETF Portfolio
TOPS™ Protected Growth ETF Portfolio
PIMCO Variable Insurance Trust
Global Bond Portfolio (Unhedged)
The Prudential Series Fund, Inc.
Jennison Portfolio
Jennison 20/20 Focus Portfolio
The Universal Institutional Funds, Inc.
Morgan Stanley UIF Growth Portfolio

Equity Portfolio
Omni Portfolio
S&P 500® Index Portfolio
Strategic Value Portfolio
Nasdaq-100® Index Portfolio
Bristol Portfolio
Bristol Growth Portfolio
Balanced Portfolio
Income Opportunity Portfolio
U.S. Equity Portfolio
Target VIP Portfolio
Target Equity/Income Portfolio
AIM Variable Insurance Funds (Invesco
Variable Insurance Funds)
Invesco V.I. Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund
AllianceBernstein Variable Products
Series Fund, Inc.
AllianceBernstein Dynamic Asset Allocation
Portfolio
Dreyfus Variable Investment Fund
Appreciation Portfolio
Federated Insurance Series
Federated Managed Volatility Fund II
Fidelity® Variable Insurance Products
VIP Contrafund® Portfolio
VIP Growth Portfolio
VIP Equity-Income Portfolio
Franklin Templeton Variable
Insurance Products Trust
Franklin Income Securities Fund
Franklin Flex Cap Growth Securities Fund
Franklin Templeton VIP Founding Funds
Allocation Fund
Templeton Foreign Securities Fund

CATEGORY 3 Ohio National Fund, Inc.

J.P. Morgan Insurance Trust
JPMorgan Insurance Trust Mid Cap Value Portfolio
Janus Aspen Series
Overseas Portfolio
Worldwide Portfolio
Lazard Retirement Series
Lazard Retirement International Equity Portfolio
MFS® Variable Insurance Trust
MFS® Mid Cap Growth Series
Neuberger Berman Advisers Management Trust
AMT Regency Portfolio

International Portfolio
Aggressive Growth Portfolio
High Income Bond Portfolio
Capital Appreciation Portfolio
Mid Cap Opportunity Portfolio
AIM Variable Insurance Funds (Invesco
Variable Insurance Funds)
Invesco V.I. International Growth Fund
Federated Insurance Series
Federated Kaufmann Fund II
Fidelity® Variable Insurance Products
VIP Mid Cap Portfolio
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CATEGORY 4 Ohio National Fund, Inc.

Lazard Retirement Series
Lazard Retirement U.S. Small-Mid Cap Equity Portfolio
Lazard Retirement Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio
MFS® Variable Insurance Trust
MFS® New Discovery Series
PIMCO Variable Insurance Trust
CommodityRealReturn Strategy Portfolio
Royce Capital Fund
Royce Micro-Cap Portfolio
Royce Small-Cap Portfolio
The Universal Institutional Funds, Inc.
Morgan Stanley UIF U.S. Real Estate Portfolio

International Small-Mid Company Portfolio
Millennium Portfolio
Capital Growth Portfolio
Small Cap Growth Portfolio
Bryton Growth Portfolio
Fidelity® Variable Insurance Products
VIP Real Estate Portfolio
Ivy Funds Variable Insurance Portfolios
Ivy Funds VIP Global Natural Resources
Ivy Funds VIP Science and Technology
J.P. Morgan Insurance Trust
JPMorgan Insurance Trust Small Cap Core
Portfolio

TM

If you select the GLWB Plus, Joint GLWB Plus or GPP (2012) rider, your purchase payments and Contract Value must be
allocated in accordance with the restrictions specified below. The Fixed Accumulation Account is not an available
investment option with the GLWB Plus, Joint GLWB Plus or GPP (2012). Your purchase payments and Contract Value
must be allocated in compliance with (a) and (b):
(a)

at least 50% must be allocated to investment options included in Category 1; and

(b)

no more than 50% may be allocated to investment options included in Category 2.

The investment options available in each Category if you select the GLWB Plus, Joint GLWB Plus or GPP (2012) are:
INVESTMENT OPTIONS
CATEGORY 1 Northern Lights Variable Trust

TOPS™ Protected Balanced ETF Portfolio
TOPS™ Protected Moderate Growth ETF
Portfolio
TOPS™ Protected Growth ETF Portfolio

CATEGORY 2 AIM Variable Insurance Funds (Invesco

Federated Insurance Series
Federated Managed Volatility Fund II
Legg Mason Partners Variable Equity Trust
Legg Mason Dynamic Multi-Strategy VIT Portfolio

Variable Insurance Funds)
Invesco V.I. Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund
AllianceBernstein Variable Products
Series Fund, Inc.
AllianceBernstein Dynamic Asset Allocation
Portfolio

With the GMIB Plus with Annual Reset (2009), you may allocate purchase payments to the Fixed Accumulation Account as
part of a dollar-cost averaging (“DCA”) program, including the Enhanced DCA, and transfer amounts out of the dollar cost
averaging account (“DCA Account”) in accordance with the restrictions described above. With the GPP (2012), GLWB
(2012), Joint GLWB (2012), GLWB Plus, Joint GLWB Plus, GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2011), GLWB or Joint GLWB,
you may allocate purchase payments to the Enhanced DCA account as part of a DCA program and transfer amounts out of
the Enhanced DCA account in accordance with the restrictions. You may not establish a DCA program with scheduled
transfers from a Fund and comply with these restrictions. See “Scheduled Transfers (Dollar Cost Averaging)” for more details
about dollar cost averaging.

Transfers. Any transfer request or change in allocation or rebalance instructions must comply with the applicable investment
restrictions. Any transfer request from one Category to another must result in an allocation that continues to meet the
investment restrictions. If you make a transfer within a Category, you will still be deemed to have met the investment
restrictions, even if your Contract Value has increased beyond the percentage limit. Please note that a transfer request will not
update your purchase payment allocation or rebalance instructions. You must provide us separate instructions to change your
purchase payment allocation or rebalance instructions.
Classifications. We have classified investment options into the above Categories based on the fund’s characteristics and our
determination of their risk. If a new investment choice is added to your contract, we will determine which of the above
Categories, if any, it will be placed in. We may reassess our determination of risk based on characteristics such as investment
objective, strategy or holdings and may change the classification of any investment option in the individual Categories with
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advance written notice to you. We may limit the availability of any Asset Allocation Model or any investment option under
the riders. We may apply any changes to future purchase payments and transfer requests. Any such changes to transfer
requests will not apply to transfers out of the Enhanced DCA account. If an existing investment option becomes unavailable
for the allocation of future purchase payments and you wish to make additional purchase payments, you will need to provide
us updated allocation instructions that comply with the restrictions described above in this section. If a change in
classification applies to future transfer requests, any transfer request you make must comply with the new investment
restrictions. If you do not make any additional purchase payments or transfer requests after a change in classification, the new
investment restrictions will not apply to you. If you fail to provide us with new instructions as described and your allocation
of purchase payments or Contract Value violates the investment restrictions, your rider will be terminated.
Please note that you may only be in one Asset Allocation Model at a time. Therefore, if an Asset Allocation Model to which
your Contract Value is allocated becomes unavailable for the allocation of future purchase payments under your rider and
you wish to make additional purchase payments, you will have to transfer your Contract Value to an Asset Allocation Model
that is available under your rider.

Rebalancing. If it is permitted as described above in this section and you choose to allocate your purchase payments to an
available Asset Allocation Model, at the end of each calendar quarter we will rebalance variable account values allocated
within each Asset Allocation Model to maintain the mix of investments in the proportions established for each Asset
Allocation Model. If you are required to or choose to allocate your purchase payments to individual investment options
described above in this section, you must provide us with rebalance allocation instructions that comply with the Fund
Category and percentage limitations described above for your rider. On each three-month anniversary of the date the
applicable rider was added, we will rebalance your Contract Value in accordance with your rebalance instructions.

Termination. You will not violate the investment restrictions simply because your Contract Value in the Categories increases
or decreases above or below the specified limits. You will violate the investment restrictions if you allocate purchase payments
or Contract Value in a manner not specified above.
•

If you have purchased the GMIB Plus with Annual Reset (2009), your rider will be cancelled if you violate the
restrictions. Furthermore, if you have also purchased the ARDBR (2009), it will be cancelled.

•

If you have purchased the GLWB or Joint GLWB, your rider will be cancelled if you violate the restrictions.

•

If you have purchased the GLWB (2012), GLWB Plus or GLWB (2011), your rider will be cancelled if you violate
the restrictions. Furthermore if you have purchased the Premium Protection death benefit rider, Premium
Protection Plus death benefit rider, either deferral credit rider or the 8-year guaranteed principal protection rider, it
will also be cancelled.

•

If you have purchased the Joint GLWB (2012), Joint GLWB Plus or Joint GLWB (2011), your rider will be
cancelled if you violate the restrictions. Furthermore if you have purchased the Joint Premium Protection death
benefit rider, Joint Premium Protection Plus death benefit rider, either deferral credit rider or the 8-year guaranteed
principal protection rider, it will also be cancelled.

•

If you have purchased the GPP (2012), your rider will be cancelled if you violate the restrictions.

If one of these riders is terminated, a prorated annual rider charge will apply. Please see "Optional Death Benefit Riders,"
"Optional Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefit (GMIB) Riders," "Optional Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit
('GLWB') Riders" and "Optional Guaranteed Principal Protection ('GPP')" for details.

The following replaces "Premium Protection Riders" and “Premium Protection Plus
Riders” in the section “Optional Death Benefit Riders” in the prospectus.
Premium Protection Riders.
In those states where permitted, we offer the Premium Protection death benefit rider (“Premium Protection rider”) at the
time the contract is issued. In the future, we may, at our sole option, offer this rider after the contract is issued, in which case
it may be added on a contract anniversary. This rider is available only when purchased in conjunction with the GLWB
(2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus riders described later in this prospectus. If you purchase this rider, you cannot have
any other living benefit or death benefit rider except one of the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012), GLWB Plus, either deferral
credit rider or, if you have the GLWB Plus, the 8-year guaranteed principal protection rider. You cannot purchase this rider
once the annuitant is 76 years old.

Death Benefit.
With the Premium Protection rider, the Death Benefit is the greater of (a) the Contract Value as of the effective date of the
Death Benefit Adjustment or (b) the GMDB amount. The initial GMDB amount is equal to your initial purchase payment
(excluding extra credits, if applicable). If we allow you to add the rider on a subsequent contract anniversary, the initial
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GMDB amount will be equal to the then current Contract Value. The GMDB amount is increased for additional purchase
payments and decreased dollar for dollar for withdrawals up to your maximum annual withdrawal under your respective
GLWB rider, whereas the basic Death Benefit provided for under the contract is reduced on a pro rata basis for withdrawals.
If your surviving spouse chooses to continue the contract under the spousal continuation option and becomes the sole owner
and annuitant, the GMDB amount will be set equal to the Contract Value (after the application of any Death Benefit
Adjustment) if it is greater than the current GMDB amount.
Please note that withdrawals you take under the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus (including maximum annual
withdrawals) reduce the GMDB amount under this rider. Therefore, you should carefully consider whether this rider is
appropriate for you.

Excess Withdrawals.
When computing the Premium Protection rider Death Benefit, the GMDB amount also is reduced by any excess
withdrawals. An excess withdrawal is the amount a withdrawal exceeds the maximum annual withdrawal you may take under
the GLWB rider you own. For example, assume the maximum annual withdrawal you may withdraw is $5,000 under your
GLWB rider and in one contract year you withdraw $6,000. The $1,000 difference between the $6,000 withdrawn and the
$5,000 maximum annual withdrawal limit would be an excess withdrawal. Allowable annual withdrawals begin under the
GLWB riders when the annuitant reaches 59½, so any withdrawal before the annuitant is 59½ is an excess withdrawal for the
Premium Protection rider as well as for the GLWB riders.
An excess withdrawal will reduce the GMDB amount by the greater of (a) the same percentage the excess withdrawal reduces
your Contract Value (i.e. pro-rata) or (b) the dollar amount of the excess withdrawal. For example, assume your GMDB
amount is $100,000 at the beginning of the contract year and your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider is
$5,000. Assume your Contract Value is $90,000 and you withdraw $6,000. First we process that portion of the withdrawal
up to your maximum annual withdrawal, which is $5,000. Your GMDB amount decreases to $95,000 and your Contract
Value decreases to $85,000. Then we process that portion of the withdrawal in excess of your maximum annual withdrawal
under the GLWB rider, which is $1,000. Your GMDB amount will be reduced to $93,882, i.e. $95,000 x (1 —
$1,000/$85,000) because the pro-rata reduction of $1,118 is greater than the dollar amount of your $1,000 excess
withdrawal. Your Contract Value will be reduced to $84,000.
For another example, assume the same facts above except your Contract Value prior to the withdrawal is $120,000. After we
process the maximum annual withdrawal portion of your withdrawal, which is $5,000, your GMDB amount is $95,000 and
your Contract Value is $115,000. After we process the portion of your withdrawal in excess of your maximum annual
withdrawal, your GMDB amount will be reduced to $94,000 ($95,000 — $1,000) because the dollar for dollar reduction of
$1,000 is greater than the pro-rata reduction of $826 ($1,000/$115,000 x $95,000). Your Contract Value will be reduced to
$114,000.
Because the allowable annual withdrawals under the GLWB riders begin when the annuitant is 59½, any withdrawal under
the contract prior to the annuitant reaching age 59½ is an excess withdrawal under the Premium Protection rider. Since
excess withdrawals may reduce your GMDB amount by an amount greater than the dollar value of the withdrawal, any
withdrawals you take before the annuitant is 59½ may significantly reduce or eliminate the Death Benefit under this rider.

Charge.
There is an annual charge for the Premium Protection rider for annuitant issue ages through age 70 of 0.10% of your
GMDB amount. For annuitant issue ages 71 through 75, there is an annual charge for this rider of 0.25%. We reserve the
right to lower the charge for this rider at any contract anniversary. If we do lower the charge for the rider, we reserve the right
to increase the charge up to the original charge on any contract anniversary.
On each anniversary the charge for the Premium Protection rider will be deducted on a pro rata basis in proportion to your
current investment option allocations, but will not be deducted from the DCA account. We reserve the right to prorate the
annual charge for the rider if (i) the annuitant dies, (ii) you surrender the contract, (iii) the rider is terminated due to the
termination of your GLWB, or (iv) you annuitize your contract.

Termination.
If you choose the Premium Protection rider, you cannot later discontinue it unless we otherwise agree. This rider will
terminate if:
•

your contract terminates according to its terms (unless otherwise provided in this rider);

•

your GMDB amount is reduced to zero;

•

your Contract Value goes to zero because of an excess withdrawal;
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•

your GLWB rider terminates;

•

you annuitize your contract;

•

the annuitant dies, except in the case of spousal continuation; or

•

you transfer or assign your contract or the benefits under the rider, except in the case of spousal continuation.

Since you may have the Premium Protection rider only if you have the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider,
any termination of your GLWB rider will automatically terminate the Premium Protection rider as well. If you have
purchased the Premium Protection rider and violate the investment restrictions of your GLWB, both the GLWB rider and
the Premium Protection rider will be cancelled.

Required Minimum Distributions (Qualified Contracts Only).
If you are required to take withdrawals from your contract under the Required Minimum Distribution regulations under the
Code, we will allow you to take your Required Minimum Distribution (or “RMD”) for a given year without treating it as an
excess withdrawal even if it exceeds your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider. Please note that RMDs are
calculated on a calendar year basis and your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider is calculated on a contract
year basis. Any RMD you take will reduce your GMDB amount dollar for dollar. Any withdrawals in a contract year that
exceed your maximum annual withdrawal and your RMD will be considered excess withdrawals. You may withdraw your
RMD under this rider without a surrender charge even if your RMD exceeds 10% of your Contract Value.
You will receive RMD treatment on or after January 1 of the first calendar year after your contract was issued. To elect
monthly RMD treatment, you must provide Notice to us on or before January 25 of that calendar year and you must elect a
monthly payment date on or before the 25th day of the month. If the date you elect is not the end of a Valuation Period
(generally, a day when the NYSE is open), we will make the payment on, and as of, the end of the next applicable Valuation
Period. If you elect monthly RMD treatment, we will automatically pay you the greater of your RMD or your maximum
annual withdrawal on a monthly basis each month. Once you elect monthly RMD treatment, you cannot revoke it. You may
elect to not take a monthly withdrawal by providing Notice to us, but you will not be able to take that withdrawal later and
still receive RMD treatment for it. If you do later take such withdrawal, it will be considered an excess withdrawal.
If you die and your spouse elects to continue the contract, your spouse may revoke monthly RMD treatment by providing
Notice to us within 30 days of the later of the date of spousal continuation or December 31 of the calendar year in which you
died. If your spouse revokes monthly RMD treatment, he or she may elect monthly RMD treatment in the future when he or
she is required to take RMDs from the contract. If your spouse continues the contract, is eligible for monthly RMD
treatment and does not revoke monthly RMD treatment, he or she will continue to receive monthly RMD treatment with
the applicable RMD amount based upon the continuing spouse’s age beginning in the calendar year after you die.
We reserve the right to modify or eliminate RMD treatment if there is any change to the Code or regulations regarding
RMDs, including guidance by the Internal Revenue Service. We will provide you 30 days written notice, when practicable, of
any modifications to or termination of the RMD treatment with the Premium Protection rider.

Premium Protection (Joint Life).
In those states where permitted, we may also offer a joint life version of the Premium Protection rider (“Joint Premium
Protection”). The Joint Premium Protection rider is the same as the Premium Protection rider except as described below.
The Joint Premium Protection rider is available only when purchased in conjunction with the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint
GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus described later in this prospectus. If you purchase this rider, you cannot have any other
rider except one of the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus.
Allowable annual withdrawals begin under the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012) and Joint GLWB Plus riders when
the youngest Participating Spouse reaches 59½, so any withdrawal before the youngest Participating Spouse is 59½
(including any RMD) is an excess withdrawal. Maximum annual withdrawals under the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB
(2012) and Joint GLWB Plus are also based on the age of the youngest Participating Spouse, so the maximum amount you
may withdraw annually under the Joint Premium Protection rider will depend on the age of the youngest Participating
Spouse and reduce the GMDB amount on a dollar for dollar basis. You are not eligible for RMD treatment with the Joint
Premium Protection Plus rider until the youngest Participating Spouse is 59½ years old. (Please see the description of the
Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012), and Joint GLWB Plus later in this prospectus for more details on the youngest
Participating Spouse.)

Premium Protection Plus Riders.
In those states where permitted, we offer the Premium Protection Plus death benefit rider (“Premium Protection Plus rider”)
at the time the contract is issued. The Premium Protection Plus rider differs from the Premium Protection rider in that a
withdrawal that is not an excess withdrawal does not decrease the GMDB amount up to the contract anniversary after the
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annuitant turns 85, after which time the GMDB amount is decreased for such withdrawals on a dollar for dollar basis, and
the GMDB amount may step-up to your Contract Value on the seventh rider anniversary. In the future, we may, at our sole
option, offer this rider to existing contracts, in which case it may be added on a contract anniversary. This rider is available
only when purchased in conjunction with the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus riders described later in this
prospectus. If you purchase this rider, you cannot have any other living benefit or death benefit rider except the GLWB
(2011), GLWB (2012), GLWB Plus, either deferral credit rider or, if you have the GLWB Plus, the 8-year guaranteed
principal protection rider. You cannot purchase this rider once the annuitant is 71 years old.

Death Benefit.
With the Premium Protection Plus rider, the Death Benefit is the greater of (a) the Contract Value as of the effective date of
the Death Benefit Adjustment or (b) the GMDB amount. The initial GMDB amount is equal to your initial purchase
payment (excluding extra credits, if applicable). If we allow you to add the rider on a subsequent contract anniversary, the
initial GMDB amount will be equal to the then current Contract Value. The GMDB amount is increased for additional
purchase payments. You may take withdrawals up to your annual maximum annual withdrawal under your respective GLWB
rider until the contract anniversary after the annuitant turns 85 without the reducing the GMDB amount. Following the
contract anniversary after the annuitant turns 85, withdrawals up to your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB
rider reduce the GMDB amount dollar for dollar.
If your surviving spouse chooses to continue the contract under the spousal continuation option and becomes the sole owner
and annuitant, the GMDB amount will be set equal to the Contract Value (after the application of any Death Benefit
Adjustment) if it is greater than the current GMDB amount.
The Premium Protection Plus rider provides for a one-time step-up of the GMDB amount on the seventh rider anniversary.
If, on the seventh rider anniversary, your Contract Value is greater than the GMDB amount, we will set your GMDB
amount equal to your Contract Value.

Excess Withdrawals.
When computing the Premium Protection Plus rider Death Benefit, the GMDB amount is reduced by any excess
withdrawals. An excess withdrawal is the amount a withdrawal exceeds the maximum annual withdrawal you may take under
the GLWB rider you own. For example, assume the maximum annual withdrawal you may withdraw is $5,000 under your
GLWB rider and in one contract year you withdraw $6,000. The $1,000 difference between the $6,000 withdrawn and the
$5,000 maximum annual withdrawal limit would be an excess withdrawal. Allowable annual withdrawals begin under the
GLWB riders when the annuitant reaches 59½, so any withdrawal before the annuitant is 59½ is an excess withdrawal.
An excess withdrawal will reduce the GMDB amount by the greater of (a) the same percentage the excess withdrawal reduces
your Contract Value (i.e. pro-rata) or (b) the dollar amount of the excess withdrawal. For example, assume the annuitant is
65 and your GMDB amount is $100,000 at the beginning of the contract year and your maximum annual withdrawal under
your GLWB rider is $5,000. Assume your Contract Value is $90,000 and you withdraw $6,000. First we process that
portion of the withdrawal up to your maximum annual withdrawal, which is $5,000. Because the annuitant is less than 85
years old, your GMDB amount is not reduced for that portion of the withdrawal that is equal to your maximum annual
withdrawal, $5,000. Your Contract Value decreases to $85,000. Then we process that portion of the withdrawal in excess of
your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider, which is $1,000. Your GMDB amount will be reduced to
$98,824, i.e. $100,000 x (1 — $1,000/$85,000) because the pro-rata reduction of $1,176 is greater than the dollar amount
of your $1,000 excess withdrawal. Your Contract Value will be reduced to $84,000.
For another example, assume the same facts above except your Contract Value prior to the withdrawal is $120,000. After we
process the maximum annual withdrawal portion of your withdrawal, $5,000, your GMDB amount remains $100,000 and
your Contract Value is $115,000. After we process the portion of your withdrawal in excess of your maximum annual
withdrawal, your GMDB amount will be reduced to $99,000 ($100,000 — $1,000) because the dollar for dollar reduction
of $1,000 is greater than the pro-rata reduction of $870 ($1,000/$115,000 x $100,000). Your Contract Value will be
reduced to $114,000.
Because the allowable annual withdrawals under the GLWB riders begin when the annuitant is 59½, any withdrawal under
the contract prior to the annuitant reaching age 59½ is an excess withdrawal under the Premium Protection Plus rider. Since
excess withdrawals may reduce your GMDB amount by an amount greater than the dollar value of your withdrawal, any
withdrawals you take before the annuitant is 59½ may significantly reduce or eliminate the Death Benefit under this rider.

Charge.
There is an annual charge for the Premium Protection Plus rider of 0.45% of your GMDB amount. We may increase the
charge for this rider on the seventh rider anniversary if your GMDB amount is set equal to your Contract Value. The new
charge will be no higher than the then current charge for new issues of the rider or if we are not issuing the rider, a rate we
declare, in our sole discretion. We guarantee the new charge will not exceed 0.90%. If we notify you of a charge increase
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effective upon the step-up on the seventh rider anniversary, you may decline to accept an increase in the charge for the rider
by declining the step-up within 30 days in a form acceptable to us.
We reserve the right to lower the charge for this rider at any contract anniversary. If we do lower the charge for the rider, we
reserve the right to increase the charge up to the original charge on any contract anniversary.
On each anniversary the charge for the Premium Protection Plus rider will be deducted on a pro rata basis in proportion to
your current investment option allocations, but will not be deducted from the DCA account. We reserve the right to prorate
the annual charge for the rider if (i) the annuitant dies, (ii) you surrender the contract, (iii) the rider is terminated due to the
termination of your GLWB, or (iv) you annuitize your contract.

Termination.
If you choose the Premium Protection Plus rider, you cannot later discontinue it unless we otherwise agree. This rider will
terminate if:
•

your contract terminates according to its terms (unless otherwise provided in this rider);

•

your GMDB amount is reduced to zero;

•

your Contract Value goes to zero because of an excess withdrawal;

•

you enter the Lifetime Annuity Period under your GLWB rider because your Contract Value is reduced to zero
(other than by an excess withdrawal);

•

your GLWB rider terminates;

•

you annuitize your contract;

•

the annuitant dies, except in the case of spousal continuation; or

•

you transfer or assign your contract or the benefits under the rider, except in the case of spousal continuation.

Since you may have the Premium Protection Plus rider only if you have the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus
rider, any termination of your GLWB rider will automatically terminate the Premium Protection Plus rider as well. If you
have purchased the Premium Protection Plus rider and violate the investment restrictions of your GLWB, both the GLWB
rider and the Premium Protection Plus rider will be cancelled.

Required Minimum Distributions (Qualified Contracts Only).
If you are required to take withdrawals from your contract under the Required Minimum Distribution regulations under the
Code, we will allow you to take your Required Minimum Distribution (or “RMD”) for a given year without treating it as an
excess withdrawal even if it exceeds your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider. Please note that RMDs are
calculated on a calendar year basis and your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider is calculated on a contract
year basis. Any RMD you take until the contract anniversary after the annuitant is 85 years old will not reduce the GMDB
amount. Any RMD you take following the contract anniversary after the annuitant is 85 will reduce your GMDB amount
dollar for dollar. Any withdrawals in a contract year that exceed your maximum annual withdrawal and your RMD will be
considered excess withdrawals. You may withdraw your RMD under this rider without a surrender charge even if your RMD
exceeds 10% of your Contract Value.
You will receive RMD treatment on or after January 1 of the first calendar year after your contract was issued. To elect
monthly RMD treatment, you must provide Notice to us on or before January 25 of that calendar year and you must elect a
monthly payment date on or before the 25th day of the month. If the date you elect is not the end of a Valuation Period
(generally, a day when the NYSE is open), we will make the payment on, and as of, the end of the next applicable Valuation
Period. If you elect monthly RMD treatment, we will pay you the greater of your RMD or your maximum annual
withdrawal on a monthly basis each month. Once you elect monthly RMD treatment, you cannot revoke it. You may elect
to not take a monthly withdrawal by providing Notice to us, but you will not be able to take that withdrawal later and still
receive RMD treatment for it. If you do later take such withdrawal, it will be considered an excess withdrawal.
If you die and your spouse elects to continue the contract, your spouse may revoke monthly RMD treatment by providing
Notice to us within 30 days of the later of the date of spousal continuation or December 31 of the calendar year in which you
died. If your spouse revokes monthly RMD treatment, he or she may elect monthly RMD treatment in the future when he or
she is required to take RMDs from the contract. If your spouse continues the contract, is eligible for monthly RMD
treatment and does not revoke monthly RMD treatment, he or she will continue to receive monthly RMD treatment with
the applicable RMD amount based upon the continuing spouse’s age beginning in the calendar year after you die.
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We reserve the right to modify or eliminate RMD treatment if there is any change to the Code or regulations regarding
RMDs, including guidance by the Internal Revenue Service. We will provide you 30 days written notice, when practicable, of
any modifications to or termination of the RMD treatment with the Premium Protection rider.

Premium Protection Plus (Joint Life).
In those states where permitted, we may also offer a joint life version of the Premium Protection Plus rider (“Joint Premium
Protection Plus”). The Joint Premium Protection Plus rider is the same as the Premium Protection Plus rider except as
described below.
The Joint Premium Protection Plus rider is available only when purchased in conjunction with the Joint GLWB (2011),
Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus described later in this prospectus. If you purchase this rider, you cannot have any
other rider except the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus.
Allowable annual withdrawals begin under the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012) and Joint GLWB Plus rider when
the youngest Participating Spouse reaches 59½, so any withdrawal before the youngest Participating Spouse is 59½
(including any RMD) is an excess withdrawal. Maximum annual withdrawals under the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB
(2012) and Joint GLWB Plus are also based on the age of the youngest Participating Spouse, so the maximum amount you
may withdraw under the Joint Premium Protection Plus rider will depend on the age of the youngest Participating Spouse.
You are not eligible for RMD treatment with the Joint Premium Protection Plus rider until the youngest Participating
Spouse is 59½ years old. (Please see the description of the Joint GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012) and Joint GLWB Plus
later in this prospectus for more details on the Participating Spouse.)

The following supplements “Guaranteed Enhancement Benefit” in the prospectus.
All references to “Guaranteed Enhancement Benefit” in the prospectus are replaced with “Gain Enhancement Benefit.”

The following replaces the summaries of the Premium Protection (Single Life),
Premium Protection (Joint Lives), Premium Protection Plus (Single Life) and Premium
Protection Plus (Joint Lives) in the “Summary “of death benefit riders in the section
“Optional Death Benefit Riders” in the prospectus.
Premium Protection
(Single Life)

•

•

•

•
•
•

Premium Protection
(Joint Lives)
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Guarantees a death benefit equal to your
purchase payments, adjusted for
withdrawals.
Adjusted dollar for dollar on annual
withdrawals that do not exceed the
allowable withdrawals under the GLWB
(2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus.
Reduced by the greater of the excess
dollar amount of the withdrawal or the
pro rata reduction for any withdrawals
that are excess withdrawals under the
GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or
GLWB Plus.
Continues if Contract Value is reduced
to zero.
Cannot purchase once the annuitant is
76.
Sold only in conjunction with GLWB
(2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus.
Like Premium Protection except for the
following:
o Sold only in conjunction with Joint
GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012)
or Joint GLWB Plus.
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Those who want to
ensure, through the
GLWB (2011), GLWB
(2012) or GLWB Plus
and this rider, the return
of their original principal.

For issues ages through
70: 0.10% (maximum
and current)

Those who want to
ensure, through the Joint
GLWB (2011), Joint
GLWB (2012) or Joint
GLWB Plus and this
rider, the return of their
original principal.

For issues ages through
70: 0.10% (maximum
and current)

For issue ages 71-75:
0.25% (maximum and
current)

For issue ages 71-75:
0.25% (maximum and
current)

Premium Protection
Plus (Single Life)

•

•

•

•
•
•

Premium Protection
Plus (Joint Lives)

•

Guarantees a death benefit equal to your
purchase payments, adjusted for
withdrawals.
Not reduced for annual withdrawals that
do not exceed the allowable withdrawals
under the GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012)
or GLWB Plus until the contract
anniversary after the annuitant is 85;
reduced dollar for dollar thereafter.
Reduced by the greater of the excess
dollar amount of the withdrawal or the
pro rata reduction for any withdrawals
that are excess withdrawals under the
GLWB (2011), GLWB (2012) or
GLWB Plus.
Steps up to Contract Value, if higher, on
the seventh contract anniversary.
Cannot purchase once the annuitant is
71.
Sold only in conjunction with GLWB
(2011), GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus.
Like Premium Protection Plus except for
the following:
o Sold only in conjunction with Joint
GLWB (2011), Joint GLWB (2012)
or Joint GLWB Plus.

Those who are planning
to make use of their
money during their
lifetime and want to leave
the original principal to
their heirs.

0.90% (maximum)
0.45% (current)

Those who are planning
to make use of their
money during their
lifetime and want to leave
the original principal to
their heirs.

0.90% (maximum)
0.45% (current)

The following is added to "Optional Guaranteed Principal Protection ('GPP')" in the
prospectus.
In those states where permitted, effective January 1, 2012, we offer the GPP (2012) rider. GPP (2012) is identical to the GPP
except for the investment restrictions and the charge. Once the GPP (2012) is available, you may not purchase the GPP.
Neither the GPP (2012) nor the GPP is available when your contract includes the GPA or any GLWB rider.
With the GPP (2012), you must allocate your purchase payments and Contract Value in accordance with the Fund Category
requirements described in “Investment Restrictions for Certain Optional Riders.” You may not allocate purchase payments or
Contract Value to the Fixed Accumulation Account or to any of the Asset Allocation Models. You may allocate purchase
payments to the Enhanced DCA account and transfer amounts in accordance with the investment restrictions. The GPP
(2012) rider will be terminated if you cease to comply with the requirements described in “Investment Restrictions for
Certain Optional Riders.” If the rider is so terminated, a prorated annual rider charge will be assessed.
If you choose the GPP (2012) rider, there is an annual charge of 0.45% of the average of your guaranteed principal amount
at the beginning and the end of each contract year. We may increase the charge for the GPP (2012) on any contract
anniversary that you reset the rider. That means if you never reset your GPP (2012), we will not increase your charge. The
new charge will be no higher than the then current charge for new issues of this rider or if we are not issuing this rider, a rate
we declare, in our sole discretion. We guarantee the new charge will not exceed 0.90% of the average of your guaranteed
principal amount at the beginning and the end of each contract year.

The following is added to "Optional Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit
('GLWB') Riders" in the prospectus.
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GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus
In those states where permitted, effective January 1, 2012, we offer the GLWB (2012) or the GLWB Plus riders when you
apply for the contract. In the future we may, at our sole option, offer the GLWB (2012) or the GLWB Plus riders to existing
contracts, in which case they may be added on a contract anniversary. You may not purchase the GLWB (2012) or the
GLWB Plus rider if you have any rider, other than the annual stepped-up death benefit, Premium Protection death benefit,
Premium Protection Plus death benefit, one of the deferral credit riders or, if you have the GLWB Plus, the 8-year
guaranteed principal protection rider. You may not purchase either rider once the annuitant is 86 years old. If the GLWB
(2012) is available, you may not purchase the GLWB (2011).
Any guarantees under the contract that exceed the value of your interest in the separate account VAA, such as guarantees
associated with the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus riders, are paid from our general account (not the VAA). Therefore, any
amounts that we may pay under the contract in excess of your interest in the VAA are subject to our financial strength and
claims-paying ability and our long-term ability to make such payments. In the event of an insolvency or receivership,
payments we make from our general account to satisfy claims under the contract would generally receive the same priority as
our other policyholder obligations.
With the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus riders, you may take annual withdrawals up to a maximum amount regardless of
your Contract Value and without a surrender charge. The maximum annual withdrawals you may take are determined by
applying a percentage to a value we refer to as the GLWB base. The percentage you may take is set at the time of your first
withdrawal under the rider and is based on the annuitant’s age bracket. The higher the annuitant’s age bracket at the time of
the first withdrawal, the larger the allowable withdrawal percentage will be. Unlike the GLWB base, the percentage can only
change in limited circumstances. The GLWB base, which is described below, is recalculated at least annually, so the
maximum annual withdrawals you may take can change every contract year. Certain of your actions can increase or decrease
the GLWB base, which would affect your maximum annual withdrawals. These actions include making additional purchase
payments, not taking withdrawals, taking withdrawals before age 59½ or taking more than the maximum annual
withdrawals.

GLWB base.
The initial GLWB base is equal to your initial net purchase payment (excluding any extra credits, if applicable) if the rider is
added when the contract is issued. If the rider is added after your contract is issued, the initial GLWB base is equal to your
Contract Value when the rider is added. The GLWB base is increased dollar for dollar by purchase payments when made and
decreased for “excess withdrawals” as described below. (If you make an additional purchase payment on the day the rider is
added, the GLWB base will be increased by the additional purchase payment.) Withdrawals that do not exceed the maximum
annual withdrawals allowed under this rider will not decrease the GLWB base but will decrease your Contract Value, the
Death Benefit under your contract, the optional annual stepped-up death benefit or Premium Protection death benefit rider
and the guaranteed principal amount under the 8-year guaranteed principal protection rider. We reserve the right to limit or
not allow additional purchase payments to contracts with the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus.
On each contract anniversary, the GLWB base is reset to the greatest of (a) the GLWB base as of the previous contract
anniversary plus subsequent net purchase payments (excluding any extra credits, if applicable), adjusted for any excess
withdrawals, (b) the then-current Contract Value, after deducting any applicable charges for the contract or any rider you
have, (also called the “step-up base”) or (c) the “annual credit base” described below. If we notify you that the charge for the
GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus will be increased upon a reset to the step-up base, you have a right to opt out of the reset to
the step-up base within 30 days after your contract anniversary. See the Charge section below for more information.
The GLWB base is used solely for the purpose of calculating benefits under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider. It does
not provide a Contract Value or guarantee performance of any investment option.

Annual credit base.
With the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus, there is a ten-year period called the “annual credit period” that begins on the date
the rider is issued. During the annual credit period, you may be eligible for the annual credit base, which provides for a credit
to your GLWB base of 8% simple interest of the “Annual Credit Calculation Base” for each year you do not take any
withdrawals. (The 8% simple interest is referred to as an annual credit.) You will start a new ten-year annual credit period on
each contract anniversary the GLWB base is set equal to the step-up base. If your GLWB base is not set equal to the step-up
base, you will not start a new ten-year annual credit period. If you take a withdrawal from your contract during the annual
credit period, you will not be eligible for any annual credit for the year in which you took the withdrawal.
The annual credit base on a rider anniversary is equal to:
(a)

the GLWB base as of the prior contract anniversary, plus

(b)

net purchase payments (excluding any extra credits, if applicable) made during the prior contract year, plus
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(c)

8% of the Annual Credit Calculation Base.

The Annual Credit Calculation Base is the amount to which the 8% annual credit rate is applied. The Annual Credit
Calculation Base is equal to the GLWB base at the beginning of the annual credit period, increased for any additional net
purchase payments (excluding any extra credits, if applicable) made since the beginning of the annual credit period. If there is
an excess withdrawal and the GLWB base after it has been adjusted for the excess withdrawal is less than the Annual Credit
Calculation Base, the Annual Credit Calculation Base will be lowered to the GLWB base at that time.

Deferral Credit Rider.
We will issue a deferral credit rider, at no charge, with the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus at the time the riders are issued. If
you purchase the GLWB Plus, we will issue a deferral credit rider without age requirements. With this rider, if you take no
withdrawals in the first ten contract years the GLWB Plus rider is in effect, we guarantee that your GLWB base on your
tenth rider anniversary will be at least:
(a)

200% of an amount equal to (i) your initial GLWB base plus (ii) total net subsequent purchase payments
(excluding any extra credits, if applicable) made in the first contract year the rider is in effect, plus

(b)

any net purchase payments (excluding any extra credits, if applicable) made in the second through tenth years;
plus

(c)

any annual credits (as described above in Annual Credit Base) that you may earn on any net purchase payments
(excluding any extra credits, if applicable) made in the second through the tenth year.

For example, if your initial purchase payment is $100,000, you make no additional purchase payments and you take no
withdrawals, we guarantee your GLWB base on the tenth rider anniversary will be at least $200,000. In this example, if you
make an additional purchase payment of $100,000 in year one, we guarantee your GLWB base on the tenth rider anniversary
will be at least $400,000. If you also make an additional purchase payment in year three of $50,000, we guarantee your
GLWB base on the tenth rider anniversary will be at least $482,000, which is 200% of ($100,000 initial purchase payment +
$100,000 additional purchase payment in year one) + $50,000 additional purchase payment in year three + $32,000 (8%
annual credits earned on the $50,000 additional purchase payment for years three through ten).
There is no additional annual charge for the deferral credit rider without age requirements.
If you purchase the GLWB (2012), we will issue a deferral credit rider with age requirements. With this deferral credit rider,
if you take no withdrawals until the later of (i) the rider anniversary immediately following the annuitant’s 70th birthday
(youngest Participating Spouse’s 70th birthday with the Joint GLWB (2012)) or (ii) your tenth rider anniversary, we
guarantee that your GLWB base on the later of such dates will be at least:
(a)

200% of an amount equal to (i) your initial GLWB base plus (ii) total net subsequent purchase payments made in
the first contract year the rider is in effect, plus

(b)

any net purchase payments made after the first contract year the rider is in effect; plus

(c)

any annual credits (as described above in Annual Credit Base) that you may earn on any net purchase payments
made after the first contract year the rider is in effect.

There is no additional annual charge for the deferral credit rider with age requirements.

Excess withdrawals.
The GLWB base is reduced by any excess withdrawals. An excess withdrawal is the amount a withdrawal exceeds the
maximum annual withdrawal under this rider. For example, assume the maximum annual withdrawal you may withdraw is
$5,000 under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider and in one contract year you withdraw $6,000. The $1,000 difference
between the $6,000 withdrawn and the $5,000 maximum annual withdrawal limit would be an excess withdrawal. An excess
withdrawal will reduce your GLWB base by the greater of (a) the same percentage the excess withdrawal reduces your
Contract Value (i.e. pro-rata) or (b) the dollar amount of the excess withdrawal.
For example, assume your GLWB base is $100,000 at the beginning of the contract year and your withdrawal percentage is
5%, so your maximum annual withdrawal is $5,000. That means you can withdraw $5,000 without it affecting your GLWB
base. Assume your Contract Value is $90,000 and you withdraw $6,000. First we process that portion of the withdrawal up
to your maximum annual withdrawal, which is $5,000. Your GLWB base remains $100,000 and your Contract Value
decreases to $85,000. Then we process that portion of the withdrawal in excess of your maximum annual withdrawal, which
is $1,000. Because you have already taken your maximum annual withdrawal, the $1,000 withdrawal will reduce the GLWB
base. Your GLWB base will be reduced to $98,824, i.e. $100,000 x (1 — $1,000/$85,000) because the pro-rata reduction of
$1,176 is greater than the dollar amount of your $1,000 excess withdrawal. Your Contract Value will be reduced to $84,000.
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For another example, assume the same facts above except your Contract Value prior to the withdrawal is $120,000. After we
process the maximum annual withdrawal portion of your withdrawal, $5,000, your GLWB base remains $100,000 and your
Contract Value is $115,000. After we process the portion of your withdrawal in excess of your maximum annual withdrawal,
your GLWB base will be reduced to $99,000 ($100,000 — $1,000) because the dollar for dollar reduction of $1,000 is
greater than the pro-rata reduction of $870 ($1,000/$115,000 x $100,000). Your Contract Value will be reduced to
$114,000.
Because the allowable annual withdrawals under the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus riders begin when the annuitant is
59½, any withdrawal under the contract prior to the annuitant reaching age 59½ is an excess withdrawal. Since excess
withdrawals reduce your GLWB base by the greater of pro-rata or the dollar amount of the excess withdrawal, any
withdrawals you take before the annuitant is 59½ may significantly reduce or eliminate the lifetime maximum annual
withdrawals under this rider.

Maximum Annual Withdrawals.
The maximum amount you may withdraw in a contract year under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus riders without
reducing your GLWB base is based upon the annuitant’s age when withdrawals begin. The maximum amount you may
annually withdraw under the GLWB (2012) rider is equal to the following withdrawal percentages multiplied by the “GLWB
base”:
Annuitant’s Age

Maximum Annual
Withdrawal %

59½ to 64
65 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

4%
5%
5.5%
6%
6.5%

The maximum amount you may withdraw in a contract year under the GLWB Plus rider is equal to the following
withdrawal percentages multiplied by the “GLWB base”:
Annuitant’s Age

Maximum Annual
Withdrawal %

59½ to 64
65 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

4.25%
5.25%
6%
6.5%
7%

After you start taking withdrawals, the maximum percentage you may withdraw will not automatically increase to a higher
percentage when the annuitant reaches a higher age bracket. Your maximum withdrawal percentage will only increase, based
on the annuitant’s then current age, on any contract anniversary on which the GLWB base has been increased to the step-up
base as described above. You may opt out of a reset to the step-up base and avoid an increase in the rider’s charge, but you
will then no longer be eligible for any further resets of the GLWB base to the step-up base. If you opt-out, you will also no
longer be eligible for any increases in the maximum annual withdrawal percentages based on the annuitant’s age.
Any withdrawal you take before the annuitant is 59½ is an excess withdrawal and reduces the GLWB base by the greater of
pro-rata or the dollar amount of the excess withdrawal. It does not affect the maximum percentage you may withdraw once
you take your first withdrawal after the annuitant is 59½.
You may withdraw the maximum annual withdrawal amount under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider without a
surrender charge even if the maximum annual withdrawal amount exceeds 10% of your Contract Value. We reserve the right
to charge a withdrawal fee of up to the lesser of 2% of the amount withdrawn or $15 per withdrawal for withdrawals in
excess of 14 in a contract year. We are not currently charging this fee. If charged, this fee would be assessed against your
Contract Value and would not affect the amount you withdraw at that time.
Withdrawals under the GLWB (2012) or the GLWB Plus will be deducted pro-rata from the investment options you have
selected.
Please note that if you have the annual stepped-up death benefit, any withdrawals you take under the GLWB (2012) or
GLWB Plus (including maximum annual withdrawals) reduce the death benefit pro-rata. Therefore, you should carefully
consider whether the annual stepped-up death benefit is appropriate for you.
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Example.
Please see Appendix D for a detailed example of how the annual credit base and withdrawals work with the GLWB (2012)
and GLWB Plus.

Lifetime Annuity Period.
During the Lifetime Annuity Period, we will pay you monthly payments in an annual amount equal to the then current
annual withdrawal amount you may take under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider for the lifetime of the annuitant.
Once you enter the Lifetime Annuity Period, we will not accept any additional purchase payments and you will no longer be
eligible for any further increases in the GLWB base. Furthermore, except as expressly stated in the Premium Protection death
benefit rider or the Premium Protection Plus death benefit rider, the contract will only provide the benefits under the GLWB
(2012) or GLWB Plus rider.
You will enter the “Lifetime Annuity Period” when (a) the annuitant is at least 59½ years old and (b) the earlier of (i) the day
your Contract Value goes to zero other than because of an excess withdrawal (such as due to a decline in market value or an
allowable withdrawal) or (ii) the contract anniversary immediately following the annuitant’s 95th birthday.
When you enter the Lifetime Annuity Period, we will immediately make a payment to you equal to the excess, if any, of your
maximum annual withdrawal over the total withdrawals you have taken during that contract year. If you were taking
systematic withdrawals, your payments will continue until you have reached your maximum annual withdrawal for the
contract year. Then, you will begin receiving the lifetime annuity on the first day of the month following the first contract
anniversary in the Lifetime Annuity Period.
If your Contract Value goes to zero other than because of an excess withdrawal before the annuitant is 59½ years old, the
Lifetime Annuity Period is deferred until the annuitant reaches age 59½. In determining whether your Contract Value goes
to zero because of an excess withdrawal, we will first calculate your Contract Value for that valuation period and then
determine the effect of an excess withdrawal on your Contract Value. If a decline in market value and the then allowable
withdrawal reduce your Contract Value to zero on a day you requested an excess withdrawal, we will not pay you the excess
withdrawal since you do not have any Contract Value left based upon the non-excess portion of your requested withdrawal.
You will, however, still be eligible to enter the Lifetime Annuity Period. If the excess withdrawal reduces your Contract Value
to zero, you will not be eligible to enter the Lifetime Annuity Period and your rider will terminate.
For example, assume your allowable withdrawal is $5,000, your Contract Value is $5,500 and you request a withdrawal of
$6,000. Further assume on the day you request the withdrawal, your Contract Value declines by $500. We first process the
change in Contract Value due to the market and the allowable withdrawal, which reduces your Contract Value to zero
($5,500 — $500 market decline — $5,000 allowable withdrawal). You cannot take the $1,000 excess withdrawal since your
Contract Value is zero, but you will be eligible to enter the Lifetime Annuity Period and receive monthly payments equal to
one-twelfth of your current maximum annual withdrawal.
Now assume your allowable withdrawal is $5,000, your Contract Value is $6,000 and you request a withdrawal of $6,000.
Also assume on the day you request the withdrawal, your Contract Value declines by $500. We first process the change in
Contract Value due to the market and the allowable withdrawal, which reduces your Contract Value to $500 ($6,000 —
$500 market decline — $5,000 allowable withdrawal). We then process the excess withdrawal. Since your Contract Value is
$500, you may only take another $500. Because the $500 is an excess withdrawal, we will assess a surrender charge, if
applicable, against that amount and you would receive less than the additional $500. The excess withdrawal reduces your
Contract Value to zero; therefore, you will not be eligible to enter the Lifetime Annuity Period. You should carefully consider
any withdrawal that may totally deplete your Contract Value and should talk to your registered representative to determine
whether the withdrawal would be appropriate for you.
With the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider, we will delay the annuity payout date under your contract to the contract
anniversary immediately following the annuitant’s 95th birthday. This does not affect the termination of, or extend, any
Death Benefit under the contract or other rider unless expressly stated in the rider. In lieu of the benefits under the GLWB
(2012) or GLWB Plus rider, you may annuitize under the terms of your contract or under the terms of any single premium,
immediate fixed annuity we offer based upon your Contract Value at that time. We will notify you at least 90 days in
advance of your annuitization. At that time you may ask us what other options are available to you.
If you elect the lifetime annuity payout option and there is Contract Value remaining in your annuity, you should ask us
about the alternative immediate fixed annuity options that we might have generally available for sale at that time. It is
possible that one of those alternative fixed annuity options might pay you a higher stream of income or otherwise better fit
your circumstances and needs. We will be happy to provide you with whichever immediate fixed annuity option you choose.
You should consult with your registered representative to determine which payout option is best for you.
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Charge.
If you choose the GLWB (2012) rider, there is an annual charge of 1.05% of the GLWB base. If you choose the GLWB Plus
rider, there is an annual charge of 0.95% of the GLWB base. The charge for the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider ends
when you begin the Lifetime Annuity Period or the rider terminates. (See “Termination” below.) We may increase the charge
for the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider on any contract anniversary that your GLWB base is reset to the step-up base
once the rider reaches the third anniversary. That means if your GLWB base is never increased to the step-up base, we will
not increase your charge. The new charge will not be higher than the then current charge for new issues of this rider or if we
are not issuing the rider, a rate we declare, in our sole discretion. For the GLWB (2012), we guarantee the new charge will
not exceed 2.10% of the GLWB base. For the GLWB Plus, we guarantee the new charge will not exceed 2.00% of the
GLWB base.
You may opt out of a reset to the step-up base and avoid an increase in the charge, but you will then no longer be eligible for
any further resets of the GLWB base to the step-up base. If you opt-out, you will also no longer be eligible for any increases
in the maximum annual withdrawal percentages based on the annuitant’s age. To opt-out of an increase in the charge, you
must notify us in writing, or in any other manner acceptable to us, within 30 days of the contract anniversary.
We reserve the right to lower the charge for the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider at any contract anniversary. If we do
lower the charge for the rider, we reserve the right to increase the charge up to the original charge on any contract
anniversary.
On each anniversary the charge for your GLWB rider will be deducted on a pro rata basis in proportion to your current
investment option allocations, but will not be deducted from the DCA account. We reserve the right to prorate the annual
charge for the rider if (i) the annuitant dies, (ii) you surrender the contract, (iii) the rider is terminated because you violate
the investment restrictions, or (iv) you annuitize your contract.

Investment Restrictions.
In order to have the GLWB (2012) rider, you must allocate your purchase payments and Contract Value (a) to one of Asset
Allocation Models 2, 3, or 4 or (b) in accordance with the Fund Category requirements described in “Investment Restrictions
for Certain Optional Riders.” You may allocate purchase payments to the Enhanced DCA account and transfer amounts in
accordance with the investment restrictions. The GLWB (2012) rider will be terminated if you cease to comply with the
requirements described in “Investment Restrictions for Certain Optional Riders.” If the rider is so terminated, a prorated
annual rider charge will be assessed.
In order to have the GLWB Plus rider, you must allocate your purchase payments and Contract Value in accordance with the
Fund Category requirements described in “Investment Restrictions for Certain Optional Riders.” You may allocate purchase
payments to the Enhanced DCA account and transfer amounts in accordance with the investment restrictions. The GLWB
Plus rider will be terminated if you cease to comply with the requirements described in “Investment Restrictions for Certain
Optional Riders.” If the rider is so terminated, a prorated annual rider charge will be assessed.
The investment restrictions with the GLWB (2012) provide many more choices of investment options for you to allocate
your purchase payments and contract value among than the investment restrictions with the GLWB Plus. The investment
options with the GLWB (2012) offer the potential for more variability in their returns, either higher or lower, than one
would expect for a similar investment option with the GLWB Plus. The investment options with the GLWB Plus seek to
moderate overall volatility or hedge against downmarket volatility. Other investment options that are available if you do not
select the GLWB Plus may offer the potential for higher returns. You should consult with your registered representative and
carefully consider whether the limited investment options with the GLWB Plus meet your investment objectives and risk
tolerance.

Guaranteed Principal Protection with the GLWB Plus
With the GLWB Plus, we will issue a guaranteed principal protection rider at the time the GLWB Plus rider is issued. With
this rider, if you do not make any withdrawals in the first 8 years the rider is in effect and you elect to exercise the benefit, we
guarantee that your Contract Value at the end of the eight-year term will not be less than it was at the beginning of the 8-year
term. If you elect to exercise the benefit, on the last day of the 8-year term if your “eligible contract value” is less than the
guaranteed principal amount, we will add an amount to your Contract Value to increase the eligible contract value to the
guaranteed principal amount.
If this rider is added when your contract is issued, your eligible contract value is equal to your initial purchase payment plus
any purchase payments you make within the first 6 months after your contract is issued. If this rider is added after the
contract is issued, the eligible contract value is equal to your Contract Value on the date the rider is added. Your eligible
contract value is adjusted for any gains or losses in your Contract Value due to performance of the investment options you
have selected. It is also reduced by the dollar amount of any withdrawals you take and for applicable rider and contract
charges.
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The guaranteed principal amount is your Contract Value as of the first day of the rider’s term (plus, if the rider is added
when the contract is issued, any purchase payments you make in the first 6 months) reduced pro rata for any withdrawals you
make during the 8 year term. A pro rata reduction means that a withdrawal will reduce the guaranteed principal amount by
the same percentage the withdrawal reduces the eligible contract value. For example, assume (i) your eligible contract value is
$200,000; (ii) your guaranteed principal amount is $100,000 and (iii) you take a withdrawal of $50,000. Your eligible
contract value would be reduced to $150,000 ($200,000 – $50,000). Your guaranteed principal amount would be reduced
by the same percentage (25%) to $75,000.
You must elect to exercise this benefit by providing Notice to us within 30 days of the 8th rider anniversary. If you elect to
exercise this benefit, your GLWB Plus rider, any Premium Protection or Premium Protection Plus riders and any deferral
credit rider you have will terminate and you will receive no further benefits under those riders.
There is no charge for this guaranteed principal protection rider in conjunction with the GLWB Plus.
This 8-year guaranteed principal protection rider will terminate when the GLWB Plus rider terminates. Also, this rider will
terminate upon (i) the expiration of its 8-year term if it is not elected on, or up to 30 days after, the 8th rider anniversary; (ii)
commencement of any annuity option or (iii) the death of the Annuitant, except in the case of Spousal Continuation.

Required Minimum Distributions (Qualified Contracts Only).
If you are required to take withdrawals from your contract under the Required Minimum Distribution regulations under the
Code, we will allow you to take your Required Minimum Distribution (or “RMD”) for a given year even if it exceeds your
maximum annual withdrawal under the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider without it affecting your GLWB base. Please
note that RMDs are calculated on a calendar year basis and your maximum annual withdrawal under your GLWB rider is
calculated on a contract year basis. Any withdrawals in a contract year that exceed your maximum annual withdrawal and
your RMD will be considered excess withdrawals and will reduce the GLWB base. You may withdraw your RMD under the
GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider without a surrender charge even if your RMD exceeds 10% of your Contract Value.
You will receive RMD treatment on or after January 1 of the first calendar year after your contract was issued. To elect
monthly RMD treatment, you must provide Notice to us on or before January 25 of that calendar year and you must elect a
monthly payment date on or before the 25th day of the month. If the date you elect is not the end of a Valuation Period
(generally, a day when the NYSE is open), we will make the payment on, and as of, the end of the next applicable Valuation
Period. If you elect monthly RMD treatment, we will automatically pay you the greater of your RMD or your maximum
annual withdrawal on a monthly basis each month. Once you elect monthly RMD treatment, you cannot revoke it. You may
elect to not take a monthly withdrawal by providing Notice to us, but you will not be able to take that withdrawal later and
still receive RMD treatment for it. If you do later take such withdrawal, it will be considered an excess withdrawal.
If you die and your spouse elects to continue the contract, your spouse may revoke monthly RMD treatment by providing
Notice to us within 30 days of the later of the date of spousal continuation or December 31 of the calendar year in which you
died. If your spouse revokes monthly RMD treatment, he or she may elect monthly RMD treatment in the future when he or
she is required to take RMDs from the contract. If your spouse continues the contract, is eligible for monthly RMD
treatment and does not revoke monthly RMD treatment, he or she will continue to receive monthly RMD treatment with
the applicable RMD amount based upon the continuing spouse’s age beginning in the calendar year after you die.
We reserve the right to modify or eliminate RMD treatment if there is any change to the Code or regulations regarding
RMDs, including guidance by the Internal Revenue Service. We will provide you 30 days written notice, when practicable, of
any modifications to or termination of the RMD treatment with the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus.

Termination.
The GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus riders will terminate when the contract is terminated in accordance with its terms
(unless otherwise provided in the rider) or if your Contract Value goes to zero because of an excess withdrawal. The rider will
terminate if the funds are allocated in a manner that violate the investment restrictions. The GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus
riders will also terminate if you annuitize your contract, or, except in the case of spousal continuation, if the annuitant dies or
you transfer or assign your contract or the benefits under the GWLB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider. The GLWB Plus
terminates if you have chosen the optional guaranteed principal protection with it and elect to exercise that feature on the 8th
rider anniversary. If you choose the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus, it will continue until it is terminated as described in this
section.

Spousal Continuation.
If your surviving spouse chooses to continue the contract under the spousal continuation option and becomes the sole owner
and annuitant, the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider will be continued. Your spouse will be eligible to take withdrawals
under this rider when he or she reaches age 59½, and the maximum annual withdrawal will be based on your spouse’s age
when he or she begins taking such withdrawals. If you die before age 59½ or on or after age 59½ but before taking any
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withdrawals, the GLWB base will be set equal to the greater of (a) Contract Value (after applying any applicable death benefit
adjustments) or (b) the GLWB base as of the earlier of (i) the date we are in receipt of proof of the annuitant’s death or (ii)
90 days from the date of the annuitant’s death. If you die on or after age 59½ and after you have begun to take withdrawals,
the GLWB base will be set equal to the Contract Value (after applying any Death Benefit Adjustment) as of the earlier of (a)
the date we are in receipt of proof of the annuitant’s death or (b) 90 days from the date of the annuitant’s death. We will use
the surviving spouse’s age to calculate maximum annual withdrawals when, and if, the surviving spouse is eligible to enter the
Lifetime Withdrawal Period. (For example, if the surviving spouse is 40, he or she will not be eligible to enter the Lifetime
Withdrawal Period until he or she turns 59½.)

Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit (Joint Life) (2012) and Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit (Joint Life) Plus
In those states where permitted, we may offer a Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit (Joint Life) rider (“Joint GLWB
(2012)”) and a Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit (Joint Life) Plus rider (“Joint GLWB Plus”) at the time the contract
is issued. The Joint GLWB (2012) and the Joint GLWB Plus differ from the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus, respectively,
since the surviving spouse continues to receive the same payment the annuitant was receiving before his or her death if he or
she was in Lifetime Withdrawal Period at the time of death, and allowable withdrawals under the rider are calculated based
upon the youngest Participating Spouse’s age. Subject to the conditions described, the Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB
Plus rider provides a guaranteed level of withdrawals from your contract in each contract year, beginning when the youngest
spouse is age 59½ for the lifetime of you and your spouse. The Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider may help
protect you from the risk that you and your spouse might outlive your income. The Joint GLWB (2012) and Joint GLWB
Plus differ from electing spousal continuation under the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus, respectively, because you have the
potential to have a higher GLWB base upon the death of the first spouse, who is also the annuitant, with the Joint GLWB
(2012) or Joint GLWB Plus. The Joint GLWB (2012) has a higher charge than the GLWB (2012), and the Joint GLWB
Plus has a higher charge than the GLWB Plus.
We may, at our sole option, offer the Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider to existing contracts, in which case it
may be added on a contract anniversary. You may not add these riders once either spouse is 86 years old. The Joint GLWB
(2012) and the Joint GLWB Plus riders are the same as the GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus riders, respectively, except as
described below.
The Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider is available to two people who are legally married at the time the rider is
added. We refer to these people as “Participating Spouses.” A Participating Spouse is one of two people upon whose life and
age the benefits under the Joint GWLB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider are based. On the date the rider is added, either (a) the
two Participating Spouses must be joint owners and one must be the annuitant or (b) one Participating Spouse is the owner
and annuitant and the other is the sole beneficiary. No one can be added as a Participating Spouse after the rider is added to
the contract, and once someone loses his or her status as a Participating Spouse, it cannot be regained. Status as a
Participating Spouse will be lost in the following situations:
•

when a Participating Spouse dies;

•

when a sole owner Participating Spouse requests that the other Participating Spouse be removed by giving Notice to us;

•

if one Participating Spouse is the sole owner and the Participating Spouses divorce, the non-owner spouse will cease to
be a Participating Spouse;

•

if the Participating Spouses are joint owners and they divorce, the non-annuitant will cease to be a Participating Spouse.

Please note that if one of the spouses ceases to be a Participating Spouse, you will continue to be charged for the Joint GLWB
(2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider.
Under the Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider, the amount you may withdraw under the rider is based upon the
youngest Participating Spouse’s age. Therefore, if the youngest Participating Spouse is younger than 59½ years old, any
withdrawals under the contract (including RMDs) will be excess withdrawals under the Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB
Plus rider until the youngest Participating Spouse becomes 59½. Please carefully consider whether the Joint GLWB (2012)
or Joint GLWB Plus is appropriate for you if there is a significant difference in age between you and your spouse.
If you choose the Joint GLWB (2012) rider, there is an annual charge of 1.35% of the GLWB base. If you choose the Joint
GLWB Plus rider, there is an annual charge of 1.25% of the GLWB base. We may increase the charge for the Joint GLWB
(2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider on any contract anniversary that your GLWB base is reset to the step-up base once the
rider reaches the third anniversary. The new charge will not be higher than the then current charge for new issues of the rider
or if we are not issuing the rider, a rate we declare, in our sole discretion. We guarantee the new charge will not exceed 2.70%
of the GLWB base for the Joint GLWB (2012) and 2.50% of the GLWB base for the Joint GLWB Plus.
If we are required by state law, we will allow legally married same sex couples or civil union partners to purchase the Joint
GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider in certain states and receive the same benefits as a Participating Spouse while both
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Participating Spouses are living. Please note that because legally married same sex couples and civil union partners are not
eligible for spousal continuation under the Code, there may be no benefit to such couples or partners from buying the Joint
GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider versus the GLWB (2012) or GLWB Plus rider. You should consult with your tax
advisor before purchasing this rider. Please contact your registered representative or call us at 1-888-925-6446 for more
information about whether your state recognizes civil unions or same-sex marriages.
You will enter the Lifetime Annuity Period when (a) the youngest Participating Spouse is at least 59½ years old, and (b) the
earlier of (i) the day your Contract Value goes to zero other than because of an excess withdrawal (such as due to a decline in
market value or an allowable withdrawal) or (ii) the contract anniversary immediately following the annuitant’s 95th
birthday. If your Contract Value goes to zero other than because of an excess withdrawal before the youngest Participating
Spouse is 59½ years old, the Lifetime Annuity Period is deferred until the youngest Participating Spouse reaches age 59½. In
that scenario, we will make the first payment immediately upon the youngest Participating Spouse reaching age 59½. During
the Lifetime Annuity Period, we will pay you monthly payments in an annual amount equal to the then current annual
withdrawal amount you may take under the Joint GLWB (2012) or Joint GLWB Plus rider (as based on the youngest
Participating Spouse’s age) for the lifetime of the annuitant.
In lieu of the benefits under this rider, you may annuitize under the terms of your contract or under the terms of any single
premium, immediate fixed annuity we offer based upon your Contract Value at that time.
You should consult with your financial representative to determine which payout option is best for you.
If you are the sole owner and upon your death your surviving Participating Spouse elects spousal continuation, the GLWB
base will be set equal to the greater of (a) Contract Value (after applying any applicable death benefit adjustments) or (b) the
GLWB base as of the earlier of (i) the date we are in receipt of proof of the annuitant’s death or (ii) 90 days from the date of
the annuitant’s death. Your Participating Spouse will be eligible to take withdrawals under this rider when he or she reaches
age 59½ and the maximum annual withdrawal will be based on your spouse’s age when he or she begins taking such
withdrawals. Please note that since legally married same sex couples and civil union partners are not eligible for spousal
continuation under the Code, they are also not eligible for spousal continuation under this rider.

The following is added to the "Summary of Optional Living Benefit Riders" in the
prospectus.

Optional Rider

Features

GPP (2012) rider

•

•

•
•
•
•
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Who may want to consider
the Rider

Guarantees return of principal without
annuitization on the 10th rider
anniversary if you take no withdrawals.
If, at the end of the rider’s ten-year term,
the eligible Contract Value is less than
the guaranteed principal amount, the
difference will be added to the contract.
The guaranteed principal amount is
adjusted pro-rata for any withdrawals.
Investment restrictions (fewer investment
options available).
Cannot purchase once the annuitant is
80.
If available, cannot purchase GPP.
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Those who are afraid of
market risk and want to
invest without fear of
losing their original
principal.

Charge

0.90% (maximum)
0.45% (current)

GLWB Plus

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Joint GLWB Plus

•

•
•

•
•
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Provides a guaranteed level of
withdrawals in each contract year
beginning when the annuitant is 59½ for
the lifetime of the annuitant.
Excess withdrawals reduce the GLWB
base by the greater of a pro-rata
reduction or the dollar amount of the
withdrawal.
GLWB base steps-up to current Contract
Value each contract anniversary, if
higher.
8% annual credit to the GLWB base for
each of the first ten years if you take no
withdrawals.
GLWB base is guaranteed to be at least
200% of first year’s purchase payments if
no withdrawals in the first ten years.
Option to exercise a guaranteed principal
protection option on the 8th rider
anniversary, adjusted for withdrawals.
(This option terminates the GLWB
benefit and any associated death benefit
or deferral credit rider.)
Investment restrictions (fewer available
investment options).
Cannot purchase once the annuitant is 86.
Like the GLWB Plus except that it
provides a guaranteed level of
withdrawals in a contract year beginning
when the youngest spouse is 59½ for the
lifetime of the annuitant and the
surviving spouse.
Available to two people who are legally
married at the time the rider is issued.
Spousal continuation provides for a
higher potential GLWB base upon the
death of the first spouse.
Investment restrictions (fewer available
investment options).
Cannot purchase once either spouse is
86.
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2.00% (maximum)
Those who want to
0.95% (current)
protect their retirement
income but still desire
market exposure and want
to protect against the risk
of outliving their income
for a single life.

2.50% (maximum)
Those who want to
1.25% (current)
protect their retirement
income but still desire
market exposure and want
to protect against the risk
of outliving their income
for both spouses.

GLWB (2012)

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Joint GLWB (2012)

•

•
•

•

•
•

Provides a guaranteed level of
withdrawals in each contract year
beginning when the annuitant is 59½ for
the lifetime of the annuitant.
Excess withdrawals reduce the GLWB
base by the greater of a pro-rata
reduction or the dollar amount of the
withdrawal.
GLWB base steps-up to current Contract
Value each contract anniversary, if
higher.
8% annual credit to the GLWB base for
each of the first ten years if you take no
withdrawals.
GLWB base is guaranteed to be at least
200% of first year’s purchase payments if
no withdrawals before the later of the
first ten years or the annuitant’s 70th
birthday.
Investment restrictions.
Cannot purchase once the annuitant is 86.
Like the GLWB (2012) except that it
provides a guaranteed level of
withdrawals in a contract year beginning
when the youngest spouse is 59½ for the
lifetime of the annuitant and the
surviving spouse.
Available to two people who are legally
married at the time the rider is issued.
Spousal continuation provides for a
higher potential GLWB base upon the
death of the first spouse.
GLWB base is guaranteed to be at least
200% of first year’s purchase payments if
no withdrawals before the later of the
first ten years or the youngest
participating spouse’s 70th birthday.
Investment restrictions.
Cannot purchase once either spouse is
86.

2.10% (maximum)
Those who want to
1.05% (current)
protect their retirement
income but still desire
market exposure and want
to protect against the risk
of outliving their income
for a single life and who
want more investment
options than with the
GLWB Plus.

2.70% (maximum)
Those who want to
1.35% (current)
protect their retirement
income but still desire
market exposure and want
to protect against the risk
of outliving their income
for both spouses and who
want more investment
options than with the
GLWB Plus.

The following is added to the prospectus.
Appendix D

GLWB (2012) and GLWB Plus Examples
The following provide examples of how the annual credit base and withdrawals work under the GLWB (2012) and GLWB
Plus.
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GLWB (2012)
Assume you purchase a contract with an initial purchase payment of $100,000 and select the GLWB (2012) rider. Further
assume (i) the annuitant is age 65 at the time of purchase; (ii) you take a withdrawal of $1,000 in year five and one of
$50,000 in year six and take no other withdrawals in the first ten years, (iii) you make an additional purchase payment of
$50,000 in year three and one of $10,000 in year eight, (iv) during year one your Contract Value increases $30,000, net of
contract expenses and charges, due to market performance, and (v) the market is flat, net of contract expenses and charges,
over the next ten years of your contract. Your initial GLWB base and Annual Credit Calculation Base is $100,000. Since you
took no withdrawals in years one, you receive a $8,000 credit on the first contract anniversary (8% of $100,000 Annual
Credit Calculation Base) and your annual credit base is $108,000 after year one.
Your GLWB base is the greater of your annual credit base and your step-up base. Your Contract Value increased by $30,000
during year one due to market performance, so at the beginning of year two your GLWB base is set equal to the step-up base
of $130,000, i.e. your then current Contract Value, which is greater than your annual credit base. Because your GLWB base
was set equal to the step-up base, you start a new ten-year annual credit period, unless you chose to decline the step-up. Your
Annual Credit Calculation Base is set equal to the GLWB base of $130,000. You receive an annual credit at the end of year
two of $10,400 (8% of $130,000 Annual Credit Calculation Base). Your annual credit base and GLWB base are $140,400
after year two ($130,000 prior GLWB base + $10,400 annual credit).
At the start of year three, you make an additional purchase payment of $50,000, so your Annual Credit Calculation Base
increases to $180,000 ($130,000 prior Annual Credit Calculation Base + $50,000 additional purchase payment). Your
GLWB base immediately increases with the additional purchase payment to $190,400 ($140,400 prior GLWB base +
$50,000 additional purchase payment). Your annual credit at the end of year three is $14,400 (8% of $180,000 Annual
Credit Calculation Base). Your annual credit base after year three, therefore, is $204,800 ($140,400 prior GLWB base +
$50,000 purchase payment + $14,400 annual credit), and your GLWB base is set equal to your annual credit base. Your
Contract Value also increases to $180,000 with the additional purchase payment of $50,000.
In year four you take no withdrawals and make no additional purchase payments. Your annual credit for year four is $14,400
(8% of $180,000 Annual Credit Calculation Base), so your annual credit base, and, therefore, your GLWB base at the end of
year four is $219,200 ($204,800 prior GLWB base + $14,400 annual credit).
In year five, when the annuitant is age 70 and your maximum annual withdrawal amount under the rider is $10,960 (5% of
$219,200), you take a withdrawal of $1,000. Your Contract Value is reduced to $179,000. Because your withdrawal is less
than the maximum annual withdrawal, your GLWB base is not reduced by the withdrawal and remains $219,200. Further,
because you took a withdrawal, you are not eligible for the annual credit in year five.
In year six, when the annuitant is age 71 and your maximum annual withdrawal amount under the rider is $10,960 (5% of
$219,200), you take a withdrawal of $50,000. Because your withdrawal exceeds your maximum annual withdrawal amount,
$39,040 of it is an excess withdrawal and you are not eligible for an annual credit at the end of year six. Your Contract Value
after the allowed withdrawal of $10,960 was $168,040 ($179,000 — $10,960). Upon the excess withdrawal, your GLWB
base is set equal to $168,274, i.e. $219,200 x (1 — $39,040/$168,040). Because the GLWB base after adjustment for the
excess withdrawal of $168,274 is less than the Annual Credit Calculation Base of $180,000, the Annual Credit Calculation
Base is set equal to the GLWB base of $168,274.
In year seven you take no withdrawals and make no additional purchase payments. Your annual credit for year seven is
$13,462 (8% of $168,274 Annual Credit Calculation Base), so your annual credit base, and therefore, your GLWB base at
the end of the year seven is $181,736 ($168,274 prior GLWB base + $13,462 annual credit).
At the start of year eight, you make an additional purchase payment of $10,000. Your GLWB base immediately increases
with the additional purchase payment to $191,736 ($181,736 prior GLWB base + $10,000 additional purchase payment).
Your Annual Credit Calculation Base increases to $178,274 ($168,274 prior Annual Credit Calculation Base + $10,000
additional purchase payment). Your annual credit at the end of year eight is $14,262 (8% of $178,274 Annual Credit
Calculation Base). Your annual credit base at the end of year eight, therefore, is $205,998 ($181,736 prior GLWB base +
$10,000 additional purchase payment + $14,262 annual credit), and your GLWB base is set equal to your annual credit base.
Since you take no more withdrawals and add no more purchase payments in years nine and ten, for each year, your annual
credit will be $14,262 (8% of $178,274 Annual Credit Calculation Base). Furthermore, since the market is flat, your GLWB
base increases each of those years by the amount of the annual credit to $220,260 for year nine and $234,522 for year ten.
You started a new ten-year annual credit period at the beginning of year two because your GLWB base was set equal to the
step-up base so you are eligible for the annual credit in year eleven. Since you took no withdrawals or made no purchase
payments in year eleven, you receive an annual credit of $14,262 (8% of $178,274 Annual Credit Calculation Base) and your
GLWB base after year eleven is $248,784 ($234,522 prior GLWB base + $14,262 annual credit).
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GLWB Plus
Assume you purchase a contract with an initial purchase payment of $100,000 and select the GLWB Plus rider. Further
assume (i) the annuitant is age 65 at the time of purchase; (ii) you take a withdrawal of $1,000 in year five and one of
$50,000 in year six and take no other withdrawals in the first ten years, (iii) you make an additional purchase payment of
$50,000 in year three and one of $10,000 in year eight, (iv) during year one your Contract Value increases $30,000, net of
contract expenses and charges, due to market performance, and (v) the market is flat, net of contract expenses and charges,
over the next ten years of your contract. Your initial GLWB base and Annual Credit Calculation Base is $100,000. Since you
took no withdrawals in years one, you receive a $8,000 credit on the first contract anniversary (8% of $100,000 Annual
Credit Calculation Base) and your annual credit base is $108,000 after year one.
Your GLWB base is the greater of your annual credit base and your step-up base. Your Contract Value increased by $30,000
during year one due to market performance, so at the beginning of year two your GLWB base is set equal to the step-up base
of $130,000, i.e. your then current Contract Value, which is greater than your annual credit base. Because your GLWB base
was set equal to the step-up base, you start a new ten-year annual credit period, unless you chose to decline the step-up. Your
Annual Credit Calculation Base is set equal to the GLWB base of $130,000. You receive an annual credit at the end of year
two of $10,400 (8% of $130,000 Annual Credit Calculation Base). Your annual credit base and GLWB base are $140,400
after year two ($130,000 prior GLWB base + $10,400 annual credit).
At the start of year three, you make an additional purchase payment of $50,000, so your Annual Credit Calculation Base
increases to $180,000 ($130,000 prior Annual Credit Calculation Base + $50,000 additional purchase payment). Your
GLWB base immediately increases with the additional purchase payment to $190,400 ($140,400 prior GLWB base +
$50,000 additional purchase payment). Your annual credit at the end of year three is $14,400 (8% of $180,000 Annual
Credit Calculation Base). Your annual credit base after year three, therefore, is $204,800 ($140,400 prior GLWB base +
$50,000 purchase payment + $14,400 annual credit), and your GLWB base is set equal to your annual credit base. Your
Contract Value also increases to $180,000 with the additional purchase payment of $50,000.
In year four you take no withdrawals and make no additional purchase payments. Your annual credit for year four is $14,400
(8% of $180,000 Annual Credit Calculation Base), so your annual credit base, and, therefore, your GLWB base at the end of
year four is $219,200 ($204,800 prior GLWB base + $14,400 annual credit).
In year five, when the annuitant is age 70 and your maximum annual withdrawal amount under the rider is $11,508 (5.25%
of $219,200), you take a withdrawal of $1,000. Your Contract Value is reduced to $179,000. Because your withdrawal is less
than the maximum annual withdrawal, your GLWB base is not reduced by the withdrawal and remains $219,200. Further,
because you took a withdrawal, you are not eligible for the annual credit in year five.
In year six, when the annuitant is age 71 and your maximum annual withdrawal amount under the rider is $11,508 (5.25%
of $219,200), you take a withdrawal of $50,000. Because your withdrawal exceeds your maximum annual withdrawal
amount, $38,492 of it is an excess withdrawal and you are not eligible for an annual credit at the end of year six. Your
Contract Value after the allowed withdrawal of $11,508 was $167,492 ($179,000 — $11,508). Upon the excess withdrawal,
your GLWB base is set equal to $168,825, i.e. $219,200 x (1 — $38,492/$167,492). Because the GLWB base after
adjustment for the excess withdrawal of $168,825 is less than the Annual Credit Calculation Base of $180,000, the Annual
Credit Calculation Base is set equal to the GLWB base of $168,825.
In year seven you take no withdrawals and make no additional purchase payments. Your annual credit for year seven is
$13,506 (8% of $168,825 Annual Credit Calculation Base), so your annual credit base, and therefore, your GLWB base at
the end of the year seven is $182,331 ($168,825 prior GLWB base + $13,506 annual credit).
At the start of year eight, you make an additional purchase payment of $10,000. Your GLWB base immediately increases
with the additional purchase payment to $192,331 ($182,331 prior GLWB base + $10,000 additional purchase payment).
Your Annual Credit Calculation Base increases to $178,825 ($168,825 prior Annual Credit Calculation Base + $10,000
additional purchase payment). Your annual credit at the end of year eight is $14,306 (8% of $178,825 Annual Credit
Calculation Base). Your annual credit base at the end of year eight, therefore, is $206,637 ($182,331 prior GLWB base +
$10,000 additional purchase payment + $14,306 annual credit), and your GLWB base is set equal to your annual credit base.
Since you take no more withdrawals and add no more purchase payments in years nine and ten, for each year, your annual
credit will be $14,306 (8% of $178,825 Annual Credit Calculation Base). Furthermore, since the market is flat, your GLWB
base increases each of those years by the amount of the annual credit to $220,943 for year nine and $235,249 for year ten.
You started a new ten-year annual credit period at the beginning of year two because your GLWB base was set equal to the
step-up base so you are eligible for the annual credit in year eleven. Since you took no withdrawals or made no purchase
payments in year eleven, you receive an annual credit of $14,306 (8% of $178,825 Annual Credit Calculation Base) and your
GLWB base after year eleven is $249,555 ($235,249 prior GLWB base + $14,306 annual credit).
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